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English Grammar: A University CourseRoutledge, 2015

	This best-selling comprehensive descriptive grammar forms a complete course, ideal for all students studying English Language, whether on a course or for self-study. Broadly based on Hallidayan systemic-functional grammar but also drawing on cognitive linguistics and discourse analysis, English Grammar is accessible, avoiding overly...
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Spontaneous Play in the Language Classroom: Creating a CommunityPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book investigates the importance of humour and play in the establishment of individual and group identities among adult language learners on an intensive business English course. The enclosed setting allows the emergent nature of community building and identity projection to be traced, foregrounding the important role of...
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Open Source Licensing : Software Freedom and Intellectual Property LawPrentice Hall, 2004
A complete guide to the law of open source for developers, managers, and lawyers
 Now that open source software is blossoming around the world, it is crucial to understand how open source licenses work—and their solid legal foundations. Open Source Initiative general counsel Lawrence Rosen presents a plain-English guide to open source law...
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Crackproof Your Software: Protect Your Software Against CrackersNo Starch Press, 2002
LinuxLookup
   "...an excellent read."      

       Gerard Beekmans, DevChannel.org
   "You can hold off the crackers a good long time with the ideas in ... [this] book by No Starch Press."     

       About.com, February 2004
   "A...
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How to Listen to Modern Music: Without EarplugsSound And Vision, 1999
The story goes that the legendary English conductor Sir Thomas Beecham was asked if he had conducted any music by Stockhausen. The reply came, "No, but I once trod in some."  

Like all genuinely serious subjects, modern music is ripe for humour. Musicians everywhere have stories to tell about the strange and bizzare things...
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Flesh Wounds: The Culture of Cosmetic SurgeryUniversity of California Press, 2003
"An impressive book. An important book."--Jamie Lee Curtis

"I blame mirrors. If it weren't for them we wouldn't need plastic surgeons. In the meantime, anyone tempted to re-shape face, body and mind by means of knife should first read Blum's intelligent, persuasive and absorbing book. Both enticed and alarmed, the reader...
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Using Microsoft Office 2007, Special EditionQue, 2007
THE ONLY OFFICE BOOK YOU NEED
 

We crafted this book to grow with you, providing the reference material you need as you move toward Office proficiency and use of more advanced features. If you buy only one book on Office 2007, Special Edition Using Microsoft® Office...
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CiviCRM CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Improve your CiviCRM capabilities with this clever cookbook. Packed with recipes and screenshots, it's the natural way to dig deeper into the software and achieve more for your nonprofit or civic sector organization.


	Overview

	
		Take your CiviCRM skills to the next level and handle CiviCRM...
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Rheology and Non-Newtonian FluidsSpringer, 2013

	This book has originated from a compendium of lecture notes prepared by

	the author to a graduate course in Rheology and Non-Newtonian Fluids at the

	Norwegian University of Science and Technology. The compendium was presented

	in Norwegian from 1993 and in English from 2003. The aim of the course

	and of this book has been to give...
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Better English (English Guides)Usborne, 1983

	Glossy Paperback. UsBorne book. A couple of light hairline creases on the bottom right corner and top right corner from usage. The spine is tight and straight. The pages are clean and free of markings. Robyn Gee & Carol Watson, authors. Designed and illustrated by Kim Blundell. First published in 1983 by UsBorne Publishing Ltd. This is a...
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The Prodigal Son in English and American Literature: Five Hundred Years of Literary Homecomings (Biblical Refigurations)Oxford University Press, 2019

	The Parable of the Prodigal Son is one of the best-known stories in the Bible. It has captured the imagination of commentators, preachers and writers. Alison M. Jack explores the reconfiguring of the character of the Prodigal Son and his family in literature in English. She considers diverse

	literary periods and genres in which the...
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What is Sarbanes-Oxley?McGraw-Hill, 2003
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act is unquestionably important to corporate America. It  can also be complex and confusing, for everyone from the employees who must be  doubly aware of what they can—and cannot—do to the officers who must take legal  responsibility for the actions, errors, and omissions of those employees.

What is...
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